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Chapter 2

A Brief History of Black Holes in String

Theory

Life is complex - it has both real and imaginary parts

- Anonymous

2.1 From Information to Thermodynamics

From an empirical perspective, a classical black hole may be defined as a region of

space, causally disconnected from its surroundings, such that no signal can convey

information about its state to the outside world. The emphasis on the notion of infor-

mation in this context was first put forth by Wheeler in [1]. Structurally, black holes

are believed to be remnants of gravitational collapse, often formed in the aftermath

of giant supernovae explosions. Not all stars, however, end up as black holes, only

those with initial mass about twice the mass of the sun or greater. The ones below

this critical bound either end up as brown dwarfs, white dwarfs, neutron stars or the

hypothesized quark/strange matter stars [2], [3]. Gravitational collapse is thus respon-

sible for formation of exotic states of matter that define these remnants. White dwarfs

essentially constitute a degenerate Fermi gas of electrons, when the mass of the parent

star is below a critical limit - known as the Chandrashekar limit. Beyond that limit,

neutron stars are formed when atoms are crushed into each other overcoming the elec-

tron degeneracy pressure such that the atomic electrons are squeezed into the nucleus

to combine with protons to form a degenerate Fermi gas of neutrons. In this case, the

critical mass limit is the Tolman-Oppenheimer-Volkov limit. Going further, squeezing
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12 CHAPTER 2. A BRIEF HISTORY OF BLACK HOLES IN STRING THEORY

beyond the neutron degeneracy pressure one supposedly arrives at the regime of the

quark-gluon plasma. Note that the more massive the collapse, the shorter are the dis-

tance scales corresponding to the state of matter constituting that remnant. The most

massive collapses result in black holes, and string scale physics is believed to provide a

microscopic description of these remnants. If so, one may be tempted to ask whether

a black hole can be thought of as a “gas” of string and brane excitations.

Now, unlike stars and other astrophysical objects, black holes as such do not reveal

their initial chemical composition. No matter what type of object collapsed to form

a black hole, in 4 dimensional general relativity, all stationary, charged and rotating

black hole solutions form a single 3-parameter family of Kerr-Neumann solutions. Con-

sequently, all observables of such a system only depend on its mass, angular momentum

and electric charge. This is the so-called “no-hair principle”. So what this mean in

terms of information ? The lack of knowledge of initial composition leading to the

no-hair theorem coupled with the lack of correlation of any signal from the inside of a

black hole to an observer outside implies that a black hole represents a large amount

of missing information. Possibly the maximum there can be in that region of space.

From an information theoretic setting, a way to quantify the information of a system

is using the measure of entropy, which is defined as the average number of bits needed

for storage or communication of information, pertaining to a random variable X. It

relates to the uncertainty encountered in this variable and is expressed as

S(X) = −
∑

x∈M
p(x) log p(x) (2.1.1)

where p(x) is the probability of X for a given bit x and M is the set of all bits. But

what does this mean for a black hole? First let us contrast this to a star such as the

sun. Albeit, the entropy of a star is usually much less than that of a black hole. In this

case though, the entropy has a clear physical interpretation in terms of the underlying

microstates of the relativistic gas. Thermodynamic variables can then be computed in

the hydrodynamic limit. On the other hand, if we believe that a black hole is basically

a singularity (shielded or otherwise) of space-time, then implicitly it lacks any compo-

sition, which makes it inconceivable to think of it in terms of statistical microstates.

Yet, from the discussion above, we see that the missing information associated to a
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black hole is far more than any stellar object. Approaching this problem from one end,

one may ask whether these bits of information carry any physical relevance. From the

other end, one may ask if the resolution of this singularity in a quantum theory of

gravity can provide a quantitative understanding of S(X) in terms of “appropriate”

microstates. The first approach is what will lead us to gravitational thermodynam-

ics, while the second will take us to statistical mechanics in a quantum field theory.

And the bridge between the two lies at the heart of a deeper holographic duality of

quantum gravity. It still remains a hard problem to understand what these black hole

microstates are. Presumably these are relevant up to the Planck scale if we believe that

nothing collapses beyond the stage of a black hole (within a finite volume of space).

For instance, microstates which describe the sun or a neutron star certainly can not be

the right description of states of the ensemble after one crosses the critical limit of the

corresponding degeneracy pressure beyond which black hole formation occurs.

Above, we motivated a statistical mechanic framework for accounting the informa-

tion bits of a black hole. Now we may ask how one might see the underlying thermo-

dynamics from such an ensemble? Thermodynamic observables of the black hole, if

they do exist, should be easier to study as they would not require all the microscopic

knowledge of the ensemble, but would be related only to macroscopic variables of the

black hole solution - in this case the mass, charge and angular momentum. Though

we have not said much about the role of gravity in this discussion so far, only having

considered a system with maximum missing information content, the link with gravity

will enter the discussion via the holographic bound - in the sense that gravity sets the

bound on the maximum amount of information that can be stored in a given region of

space. Just from the information perspective, we have motivated the possibility of an

underlying statistical description. If in addition, there is an exists emergent thermo-

dynamics from this ensemble, what is the gravitational interpretation of that ? In a

sense, the Einstein equations inherently “know” about that. This is most easily seen

by comparing the law of black hole mechanics to the first law of thermodynamics as

follows : Consider an electrically charges Reissner-Nordstrom black hole with charge

Q. This is a solution to Einstein-Maxwell gravity with action

S =
1

16πG

∫
d4x
√

|g|(R− FµνF
µν) (2.1.2)
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The metric gµν is then given by

ds2 = −
(

1 − 2M

r
+
Q2

r2

)
dt2 +

(
1 − 2M

r
+
Q2

r2

)−1

dr2 + r2(dθ2 + sin2θdφ2) (2.1.3)

Setting gtt = 0 determines the radial position of the horizon. In this case, there are

two horizons located at r+ and r− respectively. The topology of both horizons is a

2-sphere. Now consider the area of the outer horizon. This is given by

A = 4π
(
M +

√
M2 −Q2

)2

(2.1.4)

which is only valid when M2 ≥ Q2 is satisfied. For later reference, let us also mention

how M and Q relate to the actual mass and charge m respectively q. Upon restoring

constants and dimensions, we get M ≡ Gm
c2

and Q ≡
√
Gq
c2

.

Now taking differentials on both sides of eq.(2.1.4) gives the law of black hole

mechanics

d
(
mc2

)
=

κ

8π
dA+ ΦdQ (2.1.5)

where

κ =
4πc4

√
M2 −Q2

GA
(2.1.6)

is the surface gravity and

Φ =
q

r+
(2.1.7)

is the electric potential on the hole’s horizon. Comparing the above to the first law of

thermodynamics yields

U ↔ mc2 (2.1.8)

TdS ↔ κ

8π
dA (2.1.9)

V dQ ↔ ΦdQ (2.1.10)

This observation together with the classical area theorem [4], [5], [6] - that black holes

do not shrink and the area of the horizon cannot decrease under any circumstances -

lead Bekenstein to associate the area of a black hole’s horizon to an entropy. In general,

this takes the form

SBH = f(A) (2.1.11)

and TBH =
κ

8πf ′(A)
(2.1.12)
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To determine the function f(A) we follow Bekenstein’s gedanken experiment [7], [8].

Assume a generic power law function f(A) = Aγ , where γ can be an arbitrary positive

power. Negative powers are excluded, since from eq.(2.1.11), it would imply that as

the mass of a black hole increases in any physical process, its entropy decreases - thus

violating thermodynamics. Coming back to the experiment, let us now drop some

matter adiabatically into a stationary Schwarzschild black hole with entropy SBH and

mass M . The entropy content of the external matter being denoted by Smatt and its

mass µ. As matter falls into the black hole, the latter’s horizon area must increase.

However, by the second law of thermodynamics, the growth in the black hole’s entropy

must compensate for the loss in Smatt, which is devoured by the black hole. That is,

∆SBH ≥ Smatt (2.1.13)

must be satisfied. Now from eq.(2.1.4), we may determine the increase in the black

hole’s area as

∆A = 16π
(
µ2 + 2Mµ

)
(2.1.14)

Taking differentials on both sides of eq.(2.1.11) and inserting the expressions deter-

mined above, we now have to satisfy the following inequality

∆SBH = γAγ−1 · 16π
(
µ2 + 2Mµ

)
≥ Smatt (2.1.15)

Now for γ > 1, we can always choose a small enough black hole such that the above

inequality will be violated. This forces upon us a linear dependence of the function

f(A). The classical entropy can thus be expressed upto a multiplicative constant as

follows

SBH = η
Ac3

G~
(2.1.16)

The constant η was later determined to be 1/4 in Hawking’s semi-classical calculation

of quantum fields in a curved background [9]. Furthermore, this result lends TBH the

interpretation of a physical temperature associated to thermal radiation emitted by the

black hole - the so-called Hawking radiation. Certainly, in light of this, the classical

area law lends itself to a natural generalization - the generalized second law of black

hole thermodynamics, which can be expressed as

∆Soutside + ∆SBH ≥ 0 (2.1.17)
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stating that the total sum of ordinary entropy Soutside outside the black hole and the

black hole entropy never decreases and typically increases as a consequence of generic

transformations of the system (black hole + environment).

These are the two most important laws. For completeness let us also state the zeroth

and third law of black hole thermodynamics. The former is analogous to the zeroth

law of thermodynamics, which claims that the temperature of a system in thermal

equilibrium is constant everywhere in that system. For black holes this translates to

the surface gravity being constant everywhere over the horizon of a stationary black

hole.

In thermodynamics itself, the status of the third law is somewhat ambiguous. In

its stronger version it goes as the Nernst-Simon law, which says that the entropy

of a system at absolute zero temperature either vanishes or becomes independent of

intensive thermodynamic parameters. But many condensed matter systems are known

to violate this and so do extremal black holes (due to a non-vanishing horizon area with

zero surface gravity). Hence this is not taken as a law. Instead in its weaker form, the

third law states that it is impossible for a system to reach absolute zero temperature

in any physical process in a finite amount of time. In this version the analog holds for

black holes as well. A stationary black hole with Hawking temperature TBH cannot by

any physical process transform or decay to an extremal black hole.

To summarize this section, we see starting from an information theoretic per-

spective, the underpinnings of a thermodynamic connection to gravity, which in turn

emerges from a “hidden” microscopic description of quantum gravity. Here string the-

ory enters the picture as a candidate description of quantum gravity. In string theory,

a black hole is described as a bound state of strings and branes. Gravity lives in the

bulk, microstates live in the Hilbert space of the holographically dual gauge theory. In

the special case of BPS black holes, these states are protected under deformation of the

gravitational coupling, by supersymmetry. For these black holes, the microscopics and

macroscopics yield satisfactory agreement and we shall encounter these systems later

in this thesis. However, in the case of generic black holes, many of these questions still

remain open.
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2.2 BPS Black Holes

As a precursor to black hole solutions of four dimensional supergravity, we consider

extremal Reissner-Nordstrom black holes with electric charge Q ≡
√
Gq/c2 (as above).

These are solutions to Einstein-Maxwell gravity, as we have seen above. In addition,

they satisfy the extremality condition M = |Q|. Using this in eq.(2.1.4) for the area

and inserting the resulting expression in eq.(2.1.16) gives the entropy of an extremal

Reissner-Nordstrom black hole as

SRN =
π|q|2
c~

(2.2.18)

Note that this result now only depends on the black hole’s charge and is completely

independent of the gravitational constant G or any other moduli. This turns out to be

an extremely useful property of extremal black holes as one can now tune the couplings

to a regime of the theory that lends itself to say perturbative computations without

changing the number of black hole microstates. More precisely, since G ∼ g2
s l

8
s (with

ls as the string length), we shall see within the context of the gauge/gravity duality

that while the value of the string coupling gs is tuned up in the gravity regime, it

is more convenient to count black hole microstates in the gauge theory for a smaller

value of gs. The independence of the entropy on G is in some sense the reason why the

gauge/gravity duality works.

In the near-horizon limit, the metric for the extremal Reissner-Nordstrom black

hole can be derived from eq.(2.1.3) to be

ds2 = − r2

|Q|2dt
2 +

|Q|2
r2

dr2 + |Q|2(dθ2 + sin2θdφ2) (2.2.19)

which refers to an AdS2 × S2 geometry.

Now let us see how extremal black holes emerge in string theory/supergravity.

In string theory/supergravity compactified to four dimensions, there also exist such

black hole solutions with AdS2 ×S2 geometry, where the above-mentioned extremality

condition generalizes to the BPS condition M = |Z| for central charge Z. These are

called BPS black holes. The low energy effective description of Type II A/B string

theory is Type II A/B supergravity in ten dimensions. Compactifying this on a six

dimensional Calabi-Yau gives N = 2 supergravity in 4D. This theory has an SU(2)R
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R-symmetry and the massless fields fall into the gravity multiplet, vector multiplets or

hypermultiplets.

For black hole entropy only the vector multiplets will concern us. Besides the

gauge field FA
µν , a vector multiplet contains a complex scalar field XA. The number of

(dynamical) vector multiplets is denoted by hV . The scalars represent the moduli of

the theory. Supersymmetry requires this moduli space to be a special Kahler manifold,

with Kahler potential K. The kinetic terms will be determined from the holomorphic

prepotential F (X) of the theory, which is determined from the Calabi-Yau geometry

and can be computed from string theory. The scalars fields XA together with FA

are projective coordinates on the vector multiplet moduli space. This gives rise to the

“special geometry” of N = 2 supergravity. Besides the hV vector multiplets, the theory

contains an auxiliary vector multiplet, also called the gravity multiplet, whose gauge

field is the graviphoton. The expectation value of the scalar in the gravity multiplet

is fixed in terms of the scalars in the dynamical multiplets. The same holds for the

graviphoton and the gauge fields. The index A then runs from 0 to hV .

We can then write the four dimensional bosonic two-derivative supergravity action

as follows (with c = ~ = 1)

Ssugra =
1

16πG

∫
d4x
√

|g|
(
R + 2GAB(X, X̄)∂µXA∂µX̄

B

+
i

4
NABF

+A
µν F

+Bµν − i

4
N̄ABF

−A
µν F

−Bµν
)

(2.2.20)

where F±A = 1
2

(
FA ± i ∗ FA

)
are the self-dual and anti-self-dual parts of the gauge

field FA. The scalar fields are constrained by

NABX
AX̄B = −1 (2.2.21)

with the metric on the kinetic terms given by

GAB(X, X̄) = NAB +NACX
CNBDX̄

D (2.2.22)

where NAB and NAB are given by

NAB = 2ImFAB (2.2.23)

NAB = F̄AB +
iNACX

CNBDX
D

NIJXIXJ
(2.2.24)
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where we have

FA = ∂AF (X) (2.2.25)

FAB = ∂A∂BF (X) (2.2.26)

with F (X) as the holomorphic prepotential of the theory. In terms of these, the Kahler

potential of the vector multiplet moduli space can then be written as

e−K(X,X̄) = i
(
X̄AFA −XAF̄A

)
(2.2.27)

The gauge fields are sourced by electric and magnetic charges qA respectively pA as

follows

pA =
1

2π
Re

∫

S2

F+A (2.2.28)

qA =
1

2π
Re

∫

S2

NABF
+B (2.2.29)

The central charge function associated to this theory takes the form

Z = eK/2
(
XAqA − FAp

A
)

(2.2.30)

Black hole solutions to 4D N = 2 supergravity are parametrized by the ADM mass M

and graviphoton charge of the theory. The latter is exactly the central charge Z given

above. Black hole solutions exist when M ≥ |Z|, where the equality refers to the BPS

bound that characterizes a stable extremal black hole in supergravity. The BPS case

is what shall concern us in what follows. This solution preserves half of the original

8 supersymmetries. This holds as long as there exists a covariantly constant spinor,

which is obtained via setting the fermionic variations to vanish.

The metric for a 4D N = 2 BPS black hole is then given by

ds2 = −e2U(r)dt2 + e−2U(r)
(
dr2 + r2(dθ2 + sin2θdφ2)

)
(2.2.31)

where

e−U(r) = 1 +
|Z|
r

(2.2.32)

In the near-horizon limit, this exactly reproduces the extremal Reissner-Nordstrom

metric of eq.(2.2.19) with the replacement Q → Z, thus giving back an AdS2 × S2

near-horizon geometry. The entropy, obtained via the area law, then takes the form

SBH(p, q) = π|Z|2|horizon (2.2.33)
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where the function Z is evaluated at the horizon. Once again the entropy will be

independent of any moduli or coupling and will only be a function of the charges

measured at infinity. In the next subsection we shall see how such macroscopic entropy

computations can be performed.

In this sense, supersymmetric black holes are good analogs of extremal Einstein-

Maxwell black holes and also serve as powerful test-beds for ideas of quantum gravity

emerging in string theory.

2.2.1 The Entropy Function Formalism

For actions such as in eq.(2.2.20) and also others which include higher derivative cor-

rections, there are several ways to compute the macroscopic black hole entropy. Two

methods that will concern us in this thesis are the attractor mechanism (about which

we will have more to say later) and the Sen entropy function formalism [29]. Moreover,

since the latter of these will play a more crucial role in the research developed in this

thesis, let us lay out its framework at this point. The entropy function method works

for any black hole having SO(2, 1) × SO(d − 1) near-horizon isometry in arbitrary

space-time dimension d. In recent works, it was also shown that the said isometry,

ensures extremality.

Though the entropy function formalism is essentially a reformulation of Wald’s

formalism, for computational purposes it is far less tedious than the former, in the

sense that the equations of motion elegantly reduce to algebraic equations. This is

because this method only concerns itself with the near-horizon isometries and does not

take into account whether the full global solution exists or not. Nevertheless it has

served as a useful tool for higher derivative theories with local Lagrangian densities.

It can be applied to non-SUSY extremal black holes and to higher dimensional black

objects as well. Another reason why the entropy function formalism is a more reliable

method than techniques emanating from topological string methods is that unlike the

latter, which only takes into account holomorphic contributions to the prepotential,

the former also works with non-holomorphic terms in the Lagrangian.

However one of the shortcomings of this formalism in its its original form, was that
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it was only applicable to reparametrization invariant and gauge invariant Lagrangians.

The means we have a problem when considering theories of gravity with Chern-Simons

type of terms. Black rings become a prominent example of this class. In this thesis,

we will present a resolution to this problem.

Let us first demonstrate how this formalism works for the simple case of an ex-

tremal Reissner-Nordstrom black hole. The entropy of such an object is computed by

extremising the Sen function defined as follows

E(v1, v2, q) = 2π

(
e
∂F
∂e

− F
)

(2.2.34)

The above is a Legendre transform of the reduced action defined as

F(v1, v2, q) =

∫
dθdφ

√−gL (2.2.35)

corresponding to an AdS2×S2 near-horizon geometry parametrized through the metric

ds2 = v1

(
−r2dt2 +

dr2

r2

)
+ v2(dθ

2 + sin2θdφ2) (2.2.36)

L denotes the Lagrangian density. The near-horizon geometry is parametrised by a

constant electric field e and constant scalar moduliX. v1 and v2 respectively denote the

radius of AdS2 and S2, which shall be determined through their equations of motion.

The electric charge q is conjugate to the field e and is determined via

q =
∂F
∂e

(2.2.37)

The remaining equations of motion are given by extremising the entropy function

∂E
∂v1

=
∂E
∂v2

= 0 (2.2.38)

Solving these algebraic equations and eliminating v1, v2 and e in the entropy function

gives the black hole entropy

SBH = πq2 (2.2.39)

In later chapters, we shall exploit the power of this formalism for extended black objects

such as rings and develop the necessary systematics in the case when the associated

actions carry Chern-Simons terms.
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2.3 Holography

2.3.1 A Principle of Quantum Gravity

The idea of holography has been a powerful tool in quantum gravity research. Stated

in its most general form it can be expressed as follows :

Physical processes in the bulk space-time of a d-dimensional theory are reflected in

processes occurring in a different d − 1 dimensional theory living on the boundary of

that space-time.

The motivation underlying this proposal, due to Gerard ’t Hooft [10] as a quantum

gravitational principle arose from insights in black hole physics; namely Bekenstein’s

entropic or holographic bound [11]. The latter can be construed via the following

gedanken experiment proposed by Susskind in [12]. Consider a neutral non-rotating

spherical body, which fits entirely in a region of space bounded by area A. Let S denote

the entropy of this object. Now allow this mass to collapse, forming a black hole, in

this case of the Schwarzschild type. Clearly the black hole’s horizon area ABH ≤ A.

But, by the second law of black hole thermodynamics, the black hole entropy must

satisfy SBH ≥ S. Therefore (with c = ~ = 1), we have

S ≤ SBH =
ABH
4G

≤ A
4G

(2.3.40)

Now in conventional QFT lore, the degrees of freedom scale as the volume V of a given

region and not the area. So why does the boundary capture information of physics in

the bulk ? The answer is that gravity imposes a cut-off on the number of states that

a system can occupy within a given volume. As in Bekenstein’s gedanken experiment

discussed above, if all the quantum states within a given volume were occupied by

throwing in more and more matter (so as to match the apparent QFT measure of

entropy), it would soon result in black hole whose horizon exceeds the volume V .

Thus the entropy in a region of space is bound by its area and a black hole within

that entire region carries the maximum possible energy, saturating the bound. Owing

to the connection between entropy and information, as discussed above, the holographic

bound suggests that information of a system in the bulk is somehow bound by what

would be a natural measure of information on the boundary. This led ’t Hooft to go
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a step further and and propose the holographic principle as a principle of any theory

including gravity. Note that while the holographic bound is only applicable to an

isolated system confined to a finite region, the holographic principle is a statement

for the entire universe within which a system is contained. The latter thus has to be

appropriately regularized, as is implemented via the UV/IR regulator in AdS/CFT.

That the degrees of freedom of a gravitational system scale as the area of its bound-

ary (when it exists) rather than its volume is certainly intriguing considering that one

would never arrive at such a premise in standard quantum field theories. But then

again, field theoretic quantization procedures for gravity lead to non-renormalizable

theories. What is remarkable though, about this proposal, is that observables of a

gravitating system in the bulk are fully encoded in a theory on the boundary, which it-

self has no gravity at all and may well be a standard quantum field theory. In an earlier

section, we have seen how gravitational quantities in the bulk carry a thermodynamic

interpretation, which in turn is associated to an underlying statistical description of

microstates. If, via the holographic principle, the boundary theory indeed captures the

full quantum description of dynamics in the bulk, it should also be able to provide a

microscopic calculation of quantities such as entropy, temperature and free energy of

the gravitational system. As we shall soon see, the real utility of this prescription will

emerge from the fact that it facilitates microscopic calculations of observables on the

boundary, that are strongly coupled and therefore unfeasible to perform in the bulk.

2.3.2 The Maldacena Conjecture

So how does one realize this bulk/boundary duality? Within the context of string the-

ory, the AdS/CFT correspondence serves as a realization of the holographic principle,

in the form of a gauge/gravity duality [13], [14] (see also [15] for an excellent review).

In its original form the AdS/CFT correspondence was conjectured as a duality between

N = 4 supersymmetric Yang-Mills theory in 3+1 dimensions with gauge group U(N)

and Type IIB superstring theory on an AdS5 × S5 background. On the string theory

side, the parameter N denotes the 5-form RR flux through the S5. Consequently, the

radius of S5 is given by R4 = 4πgsNα
′2. This is equal to the radius of AdS5. Further-
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more, the string coupling gs is related to the Yang-Mills coupling gYM by gs = g2
YM .

The radial direction in the bulk plays the role of an energy scale in the field theory,

such that going to the boundary of AdS corresponds to going into the UV regime of

the field theory. As per the equivalence goes, the claim is that observables, states and

correlation functions of the two theories are equivalent to one another.

More precisely, we have

〈
e

R

d4xφ0(~x)O(~x)
〉
CFT

= ZAdS [φ(~x, z)|z=0 = φ0(~x)] (2.3.41)

where ~x are coordinates on the boundary and z denotes the radial variable. The left

hand side of the above relation is the generating function of correlation functions in

the field theory. The right hand side is the full partition function of string theory with

the boundary condition that the field φ attains the value φ0 on the boundary of AdS.

Armed with this, we can calculate correlation functions of the operator O by taking

functional derivatives with respect to φ0 and then setting φ0 to zero, since the latter is

an arbitrary function.

An analogous relation is valid for other fields too. The above equation was written

for massless fields. With massive fields involved, the only subtlety is that the z = 0 limit

has to be taken with an appropriate regulator. The gauge theory above, N = 4 SYM,

lives on the world-volume of a parallel stack of N D3-branes placed in 10 dimensional

flat space. In the near-horizon limit, the metric of these branes reduces to that of

AdS5 × S5, giving a string theory on a curved background. In its original form, this

statement was made for the low-energy effective lagrangian, wherein only massless

string states and their excitations contribute. This is achieved by sending α′ → 0

and consequently the string length ls → 0, whilst keeping energies and dimensionless

parameters fixed. This is known as the decoupling limit, wherein gravity becomes free

in the bulk and decouples from the brane theory. A striking feature of the AdS/CFT

correspondence is that the conjectured equivalence is a strong-weak duality. When the

AdS radius of curvature is small compared to the string length

R4

l4s
<< 1 ⇒ g2

YMN << 1 (2.3.42)

wherein the gauge theory lies in the perturbative regime (gs is taken smaller than 1), but

gravity is strongly coupled. On the other hand, when the supergravity approximation
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is valid, we have that

R4

l4s
>> 1 ⇒ g2

YMN >> 1 (2.3.43)

which refers to a strongly coupled field theory. The supergravity approximation is

particularly useful for many applications of the correspondence. In this regime the

string theory partition function takes the form e−Isugra, where Isugra is the supergravity

action evaluated on-shell on AdS5 × S5. On the gauge theory side, this corresponds to

taking both large N and large ’t Hooft coupling g2
YMN . This yields

Wgauge[φ0] ≈ extremum Isugra[φ(~x, z)|z=0 = φ0(~x)] (2.3.44)

where Wgauge is the generator of connected Green’s functions in the gauge theory.

Though the discussion above was specified to the particular context of AdS5, the

conjecture has subsequently been proposed for arbitrary dimension d as anAdSd/CFTd−1

correspondence.

2.3.3 AdS/CFT for Other Compactifications

The realization of AdS/CFT as a holographic principle of quantum gravity, being a

powerful tool for probing microscopics of a gravitational system, has found application

in a wide variety of problems, some of the most prominent being in the area of black

hole physics. The fact that the near-horizon geometry of a black hole contains an

AdS factor, facilitates the application of the correspondence, allowing for a counting

of microscopic degrees of freedom via the dual gauge theory, which resides on the

world-volume of D-branes wrapping compact cycles.

As an application of AdS/CFT to other black hole systems and for different com-

pactifications, let us demonstrate the D1-D5-P system, which realises an extremal black

hole in five dimensions from Type IIB string theory compactified on a five dimensional

manifold M4 × S1, where M4 can either be K3 or T 4. The microscopic entropy of this

black hole was first computed by Strominger and Vafa in [16] and this was shown to be

in agreement with the macroscopic gravity calculation. The gravity set-up is as follows

: a set of D5-branes with charge Q5 wrap along M4×S1 and D1-branes carrying charge
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Q1 wrap along the same S1. There are N units of momentum excitations along the S1.

This configuration preserves 1/8 of the supersymmetries and gives a 5D black hole in

the non-compact directions at the location of the branes. In the decoupling limit, the

solution in the string frame is given by

ds2 =
1√
f1f5

(
−dt2 + dz2 +

N

r2
(dz − dt)2

)
+
√
f1f5dx

idxi +

√
f1

f5
ds2(M4) (2.3.45)

Here fi = 1+Qi/r
2, z denotes the coordinate along the S1, xi denote the transverse non-

compact directions and ds2(M4) is the metric on the compact space. The supergravity

description of this system is valid in the large charge limit. From the metric, the leading

order entropy can be obtained as the classical area law given by

S5D =
A5

4G5

= 2π
√
Q1Q5N (2.3.46)

The dual CFT to this gravity is the world-volume theory living on the D1-D5 system.

Since the volume of M4 is taken to be of string scale, the low energy effective theory is

a 1+1 dimensional CFT. More precisely, this is a deformation of the N = (4, 4) sigma

model on the orbifold MQ1Q5

4 /SQ1Q5
n , which is a symmetric product of the compact

manifold modded by the permutation group. In [16] this microscopic entropy counting

was performed in the perturbative regime of the orbifold CFT. For an extremal black

hole, microstates pertain to the BPS sector of the CFT, and these can be counted by

a supersymmetrically protected index such as the helicity supertrace. Since this index

remains invariant under deformation of continuous parameters in the theory, counting

of BPS states in the CFT can be related to the supergravity result. At leading order,

this was shown to yield an exact match [16]. Much of this discussion is valid for four

dimensional black holes as well. In the next subsection, we shall discuss another tool for

probing dual CFT’s of four dimensional black holes with Calabi-Yau compactifications.

2.3.4 The OSV Conjecture

In this thesis, we shall mostly be interested in N = 2 supersymmetric black holes

obtained by Calabi-Yau compactification. As a recurring theme in string theory, de-

scriptions of many gravitational systems are encoded in holographically dual gauge

theories. In this regard, a recent conjecture by Ooguri, Strominger and Vafa (OSV)
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[129] relating black holes to topological strings and how that relates to a brane-world

theory which reduces to a deformed version of 2D Yang Mills [94], will concern part of

the work we present here [17].

Let us briefly lay out the framework of this machinery. In its original form, the

conjectured equality goes as follows

ZBH = |Ztop|2 (2.3.47)

where the left-hand side denotes a black hole partition sum defined as follows

ZBH(p, φ) ≡ eF(p,φ) =
∑

{qA}
Ωp({qA})eπφ

AqA (2.3.48)

where the weight Ωp({qA}) is a measure of black hole microstates and F is the free

energy associated to the black hole ensemble. The latter is typically an inverse Legendre

transform of the entropy. Using the N = 2 expression for entropy in eq.(2.2.33) with

eq.(2.2.30) and the black hole attractor equations

Re[CXA] = pA Re[CFA] = qA (2.3.49)

relates the free energy F to the holomorphic prepotential F as follows

F = −πIm F (2.3.50)

where C is a complex constant. The black hole partition sum above is a mixed ensemble

that sums over all D2 and D0 branes (taken to be electrically charged) with fixed

chemical potentials thereby treating them canonically while keeping D4 and D6 branes

(magnetically charged) fixed, thus treating the latter micro-canonically. The string

coupling gs as well as the Kahler modulus ts attain a specific functional dependence on

the magnetic charges and electric chemical potentials of the black hole ensemble. An

ingredient implicitly used in the construction of this conjecture is the N = 2 attractor

mechanism of [18], [19], [20] (see [25] for an excellent review). Solving the resulting

quantum corrected attractor equations, the authors of [22] obtain the R2-corrected

quantum black hole entropy SBH , which was shown in [129] to simply be the Legendre

transform of the holomorphic part of the topological string free energy Ftop including

genus g corrections :

SBH(q, p) = F(p, φ) − φAqA (2.3.51)
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where the electric charges are conjugate variables to the chemical potential

qA =
∂F(p, φ)

∂φA
(2.3.52)

and the topological string free energy Ftop(t) with complex Kahler modulus t enters

via

F(p, φ) = Ftop(t) + Ftop(t) (2.3.53)

meaning just the holomorphic part. Topological strings basically count holomorphic

maps from string world-sheets to a target Calabi-Yau space. Genus g coefficients Fg in

the perturbative expansion of the topological free energy

Ftop =

∞∑

g=0

g2g−2
top Fg (2.3.54)

precisely compute the scattering amplitude of 2 gravitons and 2g − 2 graviphotons in

the physical string theory. These processes manifest as higher order corrections to the

low energy effective action. Subsequently in the 4D N = 2 supergravity action these

higher curvature corrections are encoded by extending the holomorphic prepotential

to also be a function of the chiral multiplet W 2, which derives itself from the Weyl

multiplet. The supergravity prepotential can then be expanded as

F (CXA,W 2) =

∞∑

g=0

Fg(CX
A)W 2g (2.3.55)

where F0(CX
A) denotes the tree level prepotential and the constant C may be de-

termined as a normalization factor. Indeed the expansion coefficients in the two ex-

pansions in eq.(2.3.54) and eq.(2.3.55) are related. The equivalence between the free

energies was demonstrated in [129] (building up on earlier work in [21], [22], [23], [24])

as follows

F (CXA, 256) = −2i

π
Ftop(t

A, gtop) (2.3.56)

where the following identifications are made

CXA = pA + i
φA

π
(2.3.57)

tA =
XA

X0
(2.3.58)

gtop = ± 4πi

CX0
(2.3.59)
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with C2W 2 fixed to a constant value of 256. Hence eq.(2.3.56) together with the

above identifications, when inserted in eq.(2.3.50) gives eq.(2.3.53) and that leads to

the conjecture in eq.(2.3.47) including quantum corrections.

The immediate question that one may now ask is how can this conjecture be tested

for any given compact or non-compact Calabi-Yau geometry ? and how effective is

that as a tool for computing higher derivative corrections to black hole entropy if

we knew the corresponding worldsheet instanton corrections to the topological string

prepotential ? Even though, for a lot of interesting cases the OSV statement itself

falls short of these aims, it nevertheless motivated developments that enabled a more

computable approach to black holes and black rings including single and multi-center

solutions in four and higher dimensions; as well as the question of precision entropy

counting for these objects.

In the aftermath of the OSV result, developments in [132], [94] whilst attempting to

verify the validity of the conjecture, found interesting non-perturbative gauge theories,

which serve as gravitational duals for specific Calabi-Yau geometries. The case in point

here is 2D q-deformed Yang-Mills theory, which is not only dual to a bound state of D0-

D2-D4 BPS black holes, but its chiral sector is also touted to capture non-perturbative

dynamics of topological strings on non-compact Calabi-Yau backgrounds, constituting

a Riemann surface endowed with two line bundles, with −p respectively p + 2g − 2

as the degrees of the line bundles and g as the genus of the Riemann surface over

which the bundles are endowed. In some sense, this can be thought of as zooming

onto a local section of an otherwise compact geometry. The gauge theory is localized

on the world-volume of the branes. For the most part here, we shall be interested

inthe case g = 0, where the surface is a sphere. 2D Yang-Mills on an S2 can also be

studied using the equivalent matrix model technology, in this case the Chern-Simons or

Stieltjes-Wigert matrix model as it is known. In this thesis we describe the work in [17]

where the large N Douglaas-Kazakov phase transition of 2D QCD on a sphere [109] is

replicated in its q-deformed cousin for specific values of deformation parameter p > 2.

Moreover, like in the original Douglaas-Kazakov theory, on the q-deformed case as well,

the transition is trigerred via instanton effects. Geometrically p relates to degrees of

the Calabi-Yau line bundles. One implication of this result is that for backgrounds with
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p > 2, the usual geometric description of topological strings does not hold in the small

area phase of the gauge theory and this has bearing on the validity of OSV itself in

that regime. Moreover, knowledge of a dual non-perturbative gauge theory, whenever

possible, potentially facilitates instanton weight computations as a tool to extract black

hole degeneracies. On the other hand a precise gravitational interpretation of this

transition is not fully understood. A possible gravitational interpretation of this phase

transition is that it signals the onset of topology change, much like the baby universe

scenario in [107] which result from AdS-fragmentation of black holes. We describe the

above results in detail in chapter 6 of this thesis.

2.4 Higher Dimensions & Multiple Centers

2.4.1 Black Rings & Chern-Simons Charge Shifts

Unlike 4D, where uniqueness theorems prohibit black hole solutions with topologies

other than spherical (when non-rotating) or oblate (rotating Kerr), in 5D a toroidal

black hole solution was recently discovered [31]. These supersymmetric black rings

have S2 × S1 spatial horizons. Moreover, these rings also carry a dipole charge, which

adds “hair” to the ring. For our purposes, we shall discuss BPS black rings. These are

characterized by an AdS3 × S2 near-horizon geometry. Hence, interest in this object

was also generated due to the prospect of having a 2D CFT as the microscopic dual of

AdS3 gravity. In fact in [54] this CFT was claimed to be the same as that of the MSW

theory [53] for black strings in 5D. However, before testing the correspondence between

gravity and the field theory, it is important to have a rigourous understanding of the

physically relevant quantities on both sides of the correspondence. In this respect, there

have been some subtleties concerning the treatment of charges in the bulk theory. Part

of the research in this thesis attempts to clarify these issues [26], [65] (discussed in

chapters 3 and 4).

In any computation of macroscopic observables such as the entropy or conserved

currents, it is necessary to identify the physically relevant charges and express observ-

ables only in terms of those, if one wants to make a meaningful comparison of bulk
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to boundary observables. In most theories, this is straightforward; exceptions being

actions which include Chern-Simons terms. Since these terms do not leave the action

invariant under large gauge transformations, they affect the definition of charges in the

theory. The right prescription is to express observables via what are called Page charges

(the different notions of charge in Chern-Simons type of theories has been elegantly

described in [59]).

In the case of black rings, the details of the above implementation shall be demon-

strated in chapter 3 first within the context of the entropy function for a single black

ring and then in chapter 4 within the context of AdS fragmentation for multi-ring

geometries. We then verify that this implementation yields correct observables, by

comparing expressions to the literature wherever possible.

With regards to the first of the above implementations, a crucial step was to develop

an explicit 5D entropy function formalism that works for both 5D extremal black holes

and black rings. The problem with Sen’s original formulation in [29] was that it was

not suited to include terms in the action that are not manifestly gauge invariant, such

as Chern-Simons terms. Hence prior computations involving 5D black objects, relied

on an ad hoc recipe of reducing the action to 4D and adding a total derivative term

by hand to restore gauge invariance. The trouble with this make-shift approach is

that it does not correctly identify physical 5D observables. This refers to conserved

charges in 5D which are shifted relative to their 4D counterparts due to large gauge

transformations originating from Chern-Simons terms. This feature is also referred

to as spectral flow (the phrase being coined due to an analogous shift in Virasoro

generators of its dual CFT). We solve the problem by showing how spectral flow can

be incorporated into a 5D entropy formalism, which at the same time remains gauge

invariant and has an explicit dependence only on physical charges.

2.4.2 4D/5D Connection & Multi-Center Geometries

A closely related issue to the above is the 4D/5D connection [42]. Stating it rather

generally, from an OSV perspective, it can be expressed as [43]

ZBH
4D = ZBH

5D = |Ztop|2 (2.4.60)
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Of course, this way of writing it is highly oversimplified. More so since such black hole

partition sums, not only include single center states, but also multi-center configura-

tions. A more refined form of the conjecture is to match a specific gravity solution in

5D to the corresponding one in 4D (which may in general be comprised of a different

number of centers than the 5D solution to which it is being associated) and compare

how observables relate. For our purposes, an interesting configuration is the supersym-

metric black ring, whose 4D counterpart is given by a particular 4D 2-center solution.

From the full string theory point of view, such a 4D/5D map is reminiscent of the M-

theory/Type IIA correspondence. Now from the discussion we had above, let us recall

that unlike in 4D, the 5D action is not explicitly gauge invariant. This immediately

creates a puzzle over how we should match the 4D charges, angular momentum and

entropy to the corresponding quantities in 5D, where physical charges are in fact not

gauge invariant. The correct dictionary has to take into account these Chern-Simons

induced charge shifts in 5D. In this thesis in chapters 3 and 4, we shall provide a

resolution of this puzzle for the single-center as well as the multi-center geometry and

furthermore provide an interpretation of these charge shifts as spectral flow in the

gravity theory.

For multi-center geometries, we shall set-up an explicit 5D construction of AdS-

fragmentation and show that the 5D duals of the baby universes in [107] turn out to

be a configuration of non-concentric multi-black rings in Taub-NUT space. Here too,

we encounter Chern-Simons induced charge shifts. After presenting how the 4D/5D

multi-center charges transform we confirm that all conserved charges here are Page

charges. Finally a geometric description is given to this system of rings using the idea

of split-spectral flows, wherein a given black ring’s observables are influenced by fluxes

generated in a background of neighboring rings.

As an aside, let us also remark on a spin-off that resulted from our investigation

of Denef’s multi-center geometries. It is known that a sub-set of these going by the

name of scaling solutions [27] are known to play a role in the problem of black hole

microstates. However even for the simplest configurations with more than two cen-

ters, solving integrability constraints to determine the full metric becomes a highly

formidable task. Interestingly enough, we find that in the limit of large N number of
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centers, the integrability constraints are solvable [28]. We can then construct a contin-

uum distribution of black holes and obtain the metric. Upon this continuum system we

perform a multipole expansion to find smeared black hole geometries with multipole

moments. As an interesting application of these methods, we then construct a black

hole levitron in chapter 5. Presumably, all this carries over to 5D as well.




